Financial institutions are increasingly issuing digital loans and leases to meet consumer expectations and prepare for the future after COVID-19. As these digital agreements increase in volume and value, institutions must safeguard the integrity of their documents. To meet modern security standards, companies need an electronic vault designed for digital transactions.

With Asset Vaulting by eOriginal, DocuSign customers can instantly deposit signed agreements into an electronic vault, establishing the Electronic Original® document. Identifying the certified Electronic Original® document builds trust among parties and offers legal protection in case of disputes. This process also creates a controlled environment to electronically search, manage, pool, securitize and transfer original documents.

**How it works**

1. **DocuSign**
   - Digitally sign document
   - On almost any device from almost anywhere
   - Validate signer identity if necessary

2. **eOriginal**
   - Instantly deposit into eVault
   - Leverage prebuilt integrations that require no additional technical support
   - Permanently bind signatures to document
   - Store in encrypted, secure environment

3. **eOriginal**
   - Manage and audit throughout document lifecycle
   - Track all activities with tamper-evident audit trail
   - Grant access, transfer ownership, convert to paper and destroy documents as needed

### Eliminate printing, postage and storage costs
Cut costs and save time by confidently committing to end-to-end paperless processes.

### Accelerate time to funding
Transfer, collateralize or securitize Transferable Records in a faster and simpler manner while meeting statutory requirements and rating agency approval.

### Improve productivity
Easily locate documents and grant privileged access to authorized users without resorting to paper or freezing system access.

### Comply with statutory requirements
Ensure compliance with ESIGN, UETA, MERS, UCC Revised Article 9-105, SOP 50 10 5(K) Appendix 8 and more.

### Easily integrate with existing systems
Integrate with existing imaging or document management systems to provide watermarked working copies while maintaining compliance and management of your original documents.
Key capabilities

**Custom access authorization**
Grant internal or external parties access to individual transactions, portions of a transaction or a collection of transactions.

**Custodian management**
Allow secure and enforceable third-party access rights and privileges in compliance with the terms of custodian and collateral control agreements.

**Retention policies**
Set up retention policies based on the status or type of document to dynamically calculate destruction dates based on document activities.

**Transfer of ownership or control**
Facilitate the transfer of ownership or control of an Authoritative Copy between parties. The transfer process is defined by an offer, acceptance and confirmation. At each step, the buyer or seller may elect to reject or cancel the transfer. All actions are captured in the secure transaction audit trail.

**Batch processing**
Operate on a collection of transactions and documents such as transfer of ownership or transfer of custody on the collection.

**Search & reporting**
Save time with deep search and retrieval functionality, reuse common searches and customize views.

**Paper In® & Paper Out®**
Transfer from a signed Electronic Original® document to an admissible and transferable paper original and vice versa.

**Certified Print®**
Deliver an enforceable version of the contract and supporting documentation for a "court ready" evidentiary package.

**Regular integrity checks**
Consistently verify and ensure documents have not been altered or degraded since signing.

**Model optionality**
Implement e-vaulting in a way that works for your company through company-hosted, turnkey or on-demand system options.

---

**Ready for the next step?**

DocuSign Asset Vaulting by eOriginal is available as an additional feature for customers with DocuSign’s Workgroup or Enterprise Editions. Talk to your DocuSign sales representative about a demo of Asset Vaulting by eOriginal.